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Langevin Equation to Describe Cell Movement
Cell movement is often described by a persistent random walk (PRW), which can also be described by equation (4) , the so-called the Langevin equation. In the Langevin equation, cells are treated as particles (in a physics sense, like atoms, molecules, or stars on the universe scale), which they are not. We know that cells do not move like particles in the Brownian motion, but the mathematics of PRW is useful to describe cell motion nonetheless. In fact, it is the best theoretical framework available to understand cell migration. Therefore, we propose that it is valid to extend the PRW approach from single cell migration to large cell populations of cells growing as tumors.
The relationship between experimentally measurable quantities such as cell speed, random motility coefficient, and mean-squared displacement is given by integrating equation (4 
(S1)
Using the equipartition theorem,
, and redefining ξ m as P , we obtain a following equation for one-dimensional motion:
where P is the persistence time. For short observation times, P t << , the mean-square displacement becomes proportional to the square time, 
= ≈ Δ
, where μ is the random motility coefficient. Finally, by using above equations, and adding the contributions from each dimension in which motion occurs, the mean-square displacement is expressed as in (2):
where d is the dimensionality.
Simulation Length and Time Scales
Defining length and time scales as reduced units is a prerequisite step for performing a simulation of the Langevin equation. Although cell size varies depending on type of the tumor, we assume that cell diameter is m μ 25 (3,4) which will be the simulation length-unit, σ . To determine the simulation time-unit, τ , we need to know dynamic quantities such as the random motility coefficient of cell, μ , which is defined as the amount that a cell diffuses across a unit area, 2 σ , through a unit time, τ :
Thus, if μ is assumed to be
. The system temperature T is associated with mean cell speed via the equipartition theorem,
In our simulation, T is fixed to unity and then mean cell speed is min
which is well within experimentally observed cell speed (2) . The velocity-Verlet algorithm (6) with a time step τ 001 . 0 = Δt was used to integrate the equations of motion (5).
Bilinear Interpolation Method
In order to couple the motion of the cells to the environmental variables (e.g., to chemoattractant) solved by finite elements on a grid, concentration, ( )
, at an arbitrary point ( )
, needs to be evaluated. A cell is surrounded by four nearest-neighbor grid points whose positions are labeled clockwise as ( )
,
, y x Q = , and ( ) 1 2 21 , y x Q = where
, and it is assumed that the concentration at these four positions is known (see Fig. S3 ). Then, the bilinearly interpolated value of ( ) 
and ,
respectively, where dx and dy are the grid length between two consecutive grids in the x -and y -axis, respectively. A cell may also secrete chemicals such as the MDE from an off-lattice position. Let us assume that a cell at ( )
releases an amount of concentration, ( ) r C r , and then the amount of concentration assigned at four nearest-neighbor grid points surrounding the cell reads 
Algorithm
Step 0. Initialization.
Step 0.1. Determine initial values for ECM, MDE, and nutrient concentration.
Step 0.2. Locate 50 cells in the middle of a simulation box size.
Step 0.3. Assign cell phenotype.
Step 0.4. Put sticky sites on each cell. Step 1. Cell movement.
Step 1.1. Determine forces acting on the cells.
Step
Move the cells by solving the Langevin equation (4).
Step 2. Update of micro-environmental components.
Step 2.1. Calculate ECM, MDE, and nutrient concentration according to the equations (1) -(3) at each grid point.
Step 2.2. Calculate ECM, MDE, and nutrient concentration at each cell position using bilinear interpolation method.
Step 3. Decision on cell death
Step 3.1. If the nutrient concentration at cell position is lower than a critical value, the cell undergoes necrosis.
Step 3.2. Increase cell age if the cell is alive.
Step 4. Cell proliferation
Step 4.1. If cell age exceeds its proliferation age, the cell undergoes proliferation.
Step 4.2. If the cell is to be divided, a local cell density is calculated at a possible random location of the second daughter cell, σ = SSR cut r from the mother cell. If the cell density is lower than a critical value (i.e., there is space available), the mother cell divides into two daughter cells.
Step 5. Cell mutation (this step is only applied to the system B.)
Step 5.1. Select a random number between 0 and 1.
Step 5.2. If the random number is smaller than mutation probability,
, the cell phenotype changes. The new phenotype is chosen randomly.
Step 6. Repetition of steps 1 -5 until the end of the simulation. (3, 4) , so are the non-dimensional values.
# Oxygen diffusion coefficient in the ECM is assumed to be 10 times lower than that in water (3, 4) due to the higher viscosity of ECM medium. Haptotactic force coefficient 0 ( )
of a cell surrounded by four nearest-neighbor grid points whose positions are labeling clockwise as ( )
, y x Q = , and ( ) 1 2 21 , y x Q = . Table S1 . 
